
Registration dashboard (Major Update) 

Impact On (FQ, Clubs)

The new graphic option on the Registration Dashboard provides an ability for all clubs to easily see their registration performance and compare this against previous time periods 
as well as against their defined target. It graphically displays; 
1. No. of total registrations.
2. New registrations.
3. Returning and not returning registrations.

Comparison charts on; 
1. New versus returning registries.
2. Club.
3. Year on year.
4. Gender.
5. Age.

Match Day dashboard (Major Update) 

Impact On (FQ, Clubs)

A comprehensive real-time dashboard that allows administrators to easily see and action key match day activities. The dashboard displays; 
1. Scheduled Matches.
2. To be Played - Past start time / Future start time.
3. Not Completed - Live Scored / Admin Entered / Ref Entered.
4. Completed - Live Scored / Admin Entered / Ref Entered.
5. Forfeited.
6. Abandoned.
7. Postponed.
8. Team Sheets - Not completed / Completed (by role).
9. Suspensions - Pending / Submitted.
10. Best and Fairest - Not completed / Completed.
11. Send Off Reports - Pending / Submitted.
12. Incident Reports - Submitted.
13. Yellow and Red Cards Chart.

Club Dashboard Updates

Ability to Pass manual allocations of referees to Clubs

Impact On (FQ, Clubs)

If enabled by FQ (for specific FQ competitions), Clubs will now be able to assign club referees to matches for any matches that FQ have not been able to fill with FQ referees via 
the Squadi Officials Dashboard.  Club admins will be able to assign Club referees and publish the new allocations directly to the Club referee.

Adding membership type of the official to the officials payment screen

Impact On (FQ)

The Officials membership type has now been added to the Official Payments dashboard.  E.g. 1st year referee or club referee.

Ability for Referees to self-appoint

Impact On (FQ, Participants)

The new feature provides the opportunity for referees to self appoint to matches via their user profile. There are settings to be enabled by FQ for specific competitions to allow 
referees to only select matches that are suited to their experience.

Default to individual /sole trader when referee is creating bank account

Impact On (Participants)

Any new referee creating their Stripe account to receive their referee payments, will be defaulted to an individual/ sole trader during the process.

Emails / App notifications for Automation of suspensions

Impact On (FQ, Clubs, Participants)

In accordance with the table of offences in the Disciplinary Regulations  - Users will receive an email once they have reached their offence accumulation total which results in a 
suspension.  A warning email will be sent when the user has 1 offence left to reach the offence accumulation total. The users will also receive a notification to check their 
schedule in their squadi app once the suspended matches have been selected by the competition organiser.

Referee / Officials Updates

Adding the ability for the Referee Assessor to see the referee names on the match they have been assigned to 

Impact On (FQ, Participants)

The referee assessor is now able to see the Referee names for the matches they have been assigned to asses via the app.

Added Pool Column and Division Column in Officials Dashboard

Impact On (FQ)

The addition of a new columns to the officials dashboard to display the pool/division of the match.

Suspension Automation and Configuration (Major Update)

Impact On (FQ, Clubs, Participants)

FQ can now set suspension accumulation settings in squadi.  Once the number of yellow or red cards have been reached, the ability to mark number of matches as suspended 
can be completed.  The user will then receive their emails and notifications accordingly.

Disciplinary Updates

When withdrawing money from organisations transaction fees added to “Organisation Invoices”

Impact On (FQ, Clubs)

Once organisation have set up stripe for withdrawals, the transaction fees will display on all Organisation invoices. The column for transaction fees has also been added to the 
Export Withdrawals export.

Added ability to add existing manager / coach etc in the teams module

Impact On (FQ, Clubs)

Administrators can now easily select existing managers/coaches or other team officials in the teams module and add them to other teams. 

Added a filter for Registration Status in teams module

Impact On (FQ, Clubs)

The de-registration status has been added to users in the teams module.

Advertising Banner Statistics 

Impact On (FQ) - Coming to clubs soon

The advertising analytics dashboard displays the key metrics of: Number of organisations, active devices, active banners, and archived banners.  Average engagement time and 
frequency.  Total impressions and click throughs.

Added ability for a club to approve forfeits from the All Matches screen

Impact On (FQ, Clubs)

Clubs have the ability to allow their managers or coaches to lodge a forfeit request which they can choose to approve or decline via the all matches screen. This request is then 
sent to FQ for approval.

Added team names/age group/division in pop up for unavailable matches in the draws screen 

Impact On (FQ, Clubs)

A new addition that allows FQ and other competition organisers to easily see the key details relating to fields that are marked as unavailable on the draw screen including - team 
names, age groups and division. 

Added a summary for competition draws

Impact On (FQ, Clubs)

“The competition organiser can now easily view even fixturing by viewing the totals of: 
1. The number of matches each team plays against the other teams. 
2. For Home and Away competitions  - the number of matches played Home v Away v another location. 
3. For social competitions using equal rotation of timeslots - teams play an equal amount of matches during each time slot.”
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